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O. Introduction
Recently BRAAKSMA, }[EULENBELD and L]lMEI [2] have derived complex
inversion formulas under ih conditions for integral transforms with
kernels, defined as solutions of the differential equation
d2 y
dx2 -{.A.2+q(x)}y=0, -oo<x<oo,
with some integrability conditions on the continuous function q(x), satis-
fying initial conditions in ± 00. We will consider similar problems as-
sociated with the differential equation
(0.2) ~:; - {AL+- v2~! -;-q(X)}y=o, O<x<oo,
where q(x) is a complex valued, continuous function for positive values
of x and
(0.3) q(x) E 21(0, (0).
The values of the parameter v in (0.2) are to be restricted by
(0.4)
(0.5)
(0.6)
We will construct two solutions e(x, .A.) and e(x, .A.) of (0.2), which satisfy
the following initial conditions in 00 and °respectively:
~ e(x,.A.)""", e-.l."
, d
~ dx e(x,.A.) ,...", -.A.e-.l."
as x ~ 00 and Re .A.~O, .A.#O; and
~ e(x,.A.)""", x· H ,
~ tx e(x, .A.) ,...", (v+ !)x·-',
1) The author wishes to thank Prof. B. L. J. Braaksma and Prof. B. Meulenbeld
for their stimulation and criticism during the preparation of this paper.
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as x t 0 and Re A~ 0, J.,.,O. We denote the Wronskian of the functions
e(x , J.) and e(x, J.) by W(A). The functions e(x, A) and e(x, A) will be used
as kernels of integral transforms. Our main result is a complex inversion
theorem for such transforms.
Theorem 1. Let x and Al be real, positive numbers. Let f(t) be a
function, defined for positi ve values of t and of bounded variation in a
neighbourhood of t =X.
If
(0.7) f(t)e- A1t E £1(0, 00),
then
(0.8)
If
(0.9)
then
lim ~ A1t, W)(' 1) e(x , A)dJ. oS f(t) e(t, A) dt = Hf(x - 0) -:- f(x + O)}.
1'--+ 00 n~ A1 -il' 1\
f(t)eA1t E £1(0, 00),
1 )., +11' A 00
(0.10) :~~ni J.ILI' W(A) e(x,J.)dJ.! f(t) e(t,A)dt=Hf(x-O)+f(x+O)}.
In (0.8) and (0.10) the path of integration in the A-plane, has been chosen,
such that the zeros of W(J.) are to the left of it.
Remark 1. It will follow from the approximation for W(I.) in sec-
tion 1, that it is possible to choose the path of integration as required
in the theorem.
Re m a r k 2 . In case q(x) in (0.2) depends analytically on A, then (0.3)
should be replaced by Iq(x, }.)I ~q1(X) on Re}. ~O, where q1(X) E £1(0,00).
Remark 3. The differential equation (0.2) reduces to (0.1) for
v = ± t. The conditions (0.6) may then be written as
~ e(O, A) = 1,(0.11)
:x e(O, A) ~ 0,~
for v= -t, and as
~ e(O, A)=O,(0.12)
:x e(O, A) =~ 1,
for v=i. The differential equation (0.1) on the positive axis with initial
conditions such as (0.11) or (0.12) in case q(x) is a real valued function
has been considered by Trl'CHMARSH [14, section 9.6] and SEARS [12] .
Integral transforms acting on £2 (0, 00) functions, related to a class
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of differential equations similar to (0.2) have been introduced by GASY-
MOV [5].
Our method of proof is quite analogous to the one given by BRAAKSMA,
MEULE:NBELD and LEMEI [2]. In section 1 two linearly independent so-
lutions of (0.2) will be constructed, where also an asymptotic approxi-
mation of W().) will be given. Section 2 contains two lemmas about integral
transforms related to (0.8) and (0.10) , acting on functions /(t), which
vanish on O<t <x and t z-x respectively (x >O). Furthermore we will
prove a corollary , which shows a relation between these lemmas and
certain formulas proved by TrTCHMARSH [l4, section 9.6]. In section 3
the preceding lemmas are used to prove theorem 1. Finally several appli-
cations of theorem 1 are given in section 4, including complex inversion
formulas for the one-sided Laplace transform, and transforms considered
by MEYER, KOH-ZEMANIAN, TITCHMARSH and BRAAKSMA-MEULENBELD.
1. Oonstruction 0/ solutions 01 the differential equation
In order to construct solutions of (0.2) we first consider solutions of
the equation
(1.1 )
Then we may regard (0.2) as the " inhomogeneous" equation associated
with (1.1). Solutions of (1.1) are (h:)iK.(h:) and (h:)iI.(h:), where K.(z)
and I.(z) are modified Bessel functions.
For completeness sake we give some well-known properties of these
Bessel functions (see for instance Watson [15]):
(1.2) 00 1 (_2z)2rn+.,I.(z) = m~om!r(m ! 1,...:..1) [arg zl< n ,
(1.3) nK (z)~ 2' [L.(z)-+ I,.(z)], !arg z] -cn, v# 0, ± 1, ± 2, ... ,
,. SIn vn
(1.4) z "", 1j!(m + 1) (Z )2m]{o(z)=-Io(z)log'2+
m'2;o
{m!}2 '2 ' [arg z] «:x,
where 1j! is the logarithmic derivative of the r-function. Asymptotic
approximations as Izi --+ 00 are 1):
(1.5a) ~ zYsI.(z) = (2n)- Y, ez ( 1+0 (~)) + (2n)-Yte-z-('Hlni (1+0 (~)) ,
~ (-in+e~ arg z ~in-e),
1) e must be chosen such that O<e<!1t.
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(1.5b)~ zY. I.(z) = (2n)- %eZ(I +0 (~)) + (2n)-Y.e- z+(· H )"i (I + 0 (~)),
( (- ~n+E~ arg z ~i-n-E),
(1.6a)' :z {zY. I.(z)} ,= (2n)- Y, eZ(I -:- 0 (~)) - (2n)- Y, e-Z-(•.+u"j(I +- 0 (~)),
~ (-jn+e 5 arg Z ~an-E),
(1.6b)~ :z {z% I.(z)} ,= (2n)-%eZ (I +0 (~) ) - (2n)-%e-z+(·+!)"j (I +0 (~)),
? (-tn+E~ arg z ~jn-E),
I!:.. {z% K.(z)} = - (~)¥. e-Z (1 + 0 (.!.)) ,(1.8) dz 2 z(-tn+E~ arg Z ~an-B).
The formulas (1.6a and b) and (1.8) follow from (1.5a and b) and (1.7)
respectively by applying a theorem on the differentiation of asymptotic
expansions of analytic functions (cf. ERDELYI [4]). The Wronskian of
K.(z) and I.(z) is given by
1(1.9) Wz[K.(z), T.(z)]=-.
z
From (0.4) , (1.2), (1.3) , (1.4), (1.5a and b) and (1.7) it follows that there
exists a positive constant A such that for Re z~o, z #O we have
(1.10)
and
(1.11)
IzYzI.(z)1 ~AeRez
Rather than using the functions e(x, A) and e(x, A) we will use multiples
of these functions. This does not alter theorem I because of the Wronskian
in thc denominator of (0.8) and (0.10).
Put Yl(X, A)=(~)Y. e(x, Z}, then because of (1.7) and (1.8) the initial
value problem (0.5) for the differential equation (0.2) is equivalent to the
integral equation
~ Yl(X,:) = (kc)Yz K.(AX)+
(1.12) ~+ ~ ! {(AX)¥' K .(AX)(J.t) Y. I. (J.t) - (kc) Yz I.(Ax)(J.t)Y. K.(At)}q(t)Yl(t, J.)dt,
15 Indagationes
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if we observe from (1.9) that W x[(J.x)l K.(J.x) , (AX)l I.().x)] = A. Using (1.10)
and (1.11) we have for t~x, Re A~O, 1.0;60:
I(J.x)Y. K.(J.x)().t)Y. I.(At) - (J.x)Y. I.().x)(At)Y. K.(At) I~ 2A 2 e(Re .l)(t-x).
We solve (1.12) by the method of successive approximations:
Yl,O(X, A)= (AX)Y. K.(J.x),
Yl,n(x, A)= (J.x)Y. K.(AX)+
1 00
+- I S {(Ax)% K.(J.x)(At)% I.(At) - (J.x)%l.(AX)(At)% K.(At)} q(t)yl. n-l (t, A)dt
:x;
(n= 1,2, ... ).
Setting
(1.13)
00
Ol(X) = S Iq(t)ldt
:x;
we obtain
2n A 2n+1 {Ol(X)}71 .IYl,n(X')')-Yl,n-l(X,A)I~--,- I},'n e-(RCA)X, (n=I,2, ... ).
n. _I
Thus lim Yl,n(X, )')=Yl(X, It) exists and satisfies
1'_00
(1.14) IYl(X, A)- ().x)% K.(AX)I~ A{ -1 -I- e2A2O,(:x;)/IAI} e-(Rc A)x
for x> 0, He A2: 0, Iti'°and (0.4).
Put Y2(X, A)= r(:'-j~:)2' e(x, It), then because of (1.2) the initial value
problem (0.6) for the equation (0.2) is equivalent to the integral equation
)
Y2(X, ).)= (AX)% I.().x) +-
(1.15) 1:X;
+ I [ {(AX)Y. I.(J.x)(At)% K.(ltt) - (J.x)Y. K.(J.x)(At)Yz 1.(At)} q(t)Y2(t, A)dt.
With
(1.16)
:x;
02(X) = SIq(t)1 dt
o
we find in the same way as above
(1.17) !Y2(X, ),) - ().x)Yz I.(Ax) I~ A { - 11- e2A2O.(:x;)/IAI} e(Rc A)x
for x> 0, Re It~ 0, AcF ° and (0.4).
Re m ark 4. The construction of Y2(X, A) is similar to a construction
of TITCHMARSH [13].
Now we wish to approximate the Wronskian of Yl(X, It) and Y2(X, A):
(1.18)
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as A~ 00 on Rc A~ O. In order to do this we first mention that for positive
x it follows from (1.8) and (1.6a and b) respectively that
as AX ~ 00 with Re A~O; and
(1.20)
as AX ~ 00 with Re I.~ 0, ± Irn I.~ 0; the upper or lower sign in the
exponential has to be taken depending on Im I.~ O.
Differentiation of (1.12) with respect to x yields the equation
( ;xY1(X, I.)= 1: {(Ax)Y.]{.(J.x)} j- ~r[;X {(Ax)Y. K.(J.x)}.
(1.21) )
( . (At)Y. I.(}.t) - (J.t)% K.(;.t) ;x {(J.x)Y' I.(J.xn]q(t)Yl(t, J.)dt.
It follows from (1.20), (1.19), (1.11) and (1.10) that there exists a positive
constant B, such that for the [... ] term in (1.21) we have
(1.22) ![.oo]I;:;:;CIJ.I e <R e i.)( t - x ) (1+-I~X)
for IJ.lx~B and t~x; here C and D are positive constants. From (1.14:),
(1.13) and (1.7) we find
(1.23)
as I.~ 00 and )J, -'?- 00 on Re I.<;0, uniformly in t for t » O. Combining
(1.23), (1.22) and (0.3) we obtain for the last term in (1.21) the following
approximation
(1.24)
1 00I I [...]q(t)Yl(t, J.)dt = e-i.z 0(1)
z
as I.~ 00, Ax -> 00 with Re 1.;:;0. From this, (1.21) and (1.19) we conclude
as I.~ 00 and Ax~ 00 on Re J.~O, X>O.
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Differentiating (1.15) with respect to x we get the equation
I d d I "'[d~ dx Y2(X, I.) = dx {(Ax)Y' [.(I.x)) + f i dx {{I.x)\!, [.(I.x)} .
(1.26),
t (At)% K.(I.t) - :X {(AX)V, K.(I.x)}(}.t)Yz [.(At)] q(t)Y2(t, A)dt.
\
For the [... ] term in (1.26) we use (1.20), (1.19), (1.11) and (1.10); this
yields:
(1.27) [... ] = Ae"(X-f) 0(1)
as AX---*= with ReA<;O. From (1.17), (1.16) and (1.10) it can be seen
that
(1.28) Y2(X, A)=e"'" 0(1)
as I. ---* 00, uniformly in x on x> O. This, together with (1.27) and (0.3)
gives for the last term in (1.26):
(1.29) I '"f i [... ]q(t) Y2(t, A)dt= e"'" 0(1)
as AX ->- 00 with Re A~O. Combining this with (1.20) In (1.26) we get
as I. ---* 00 and Ax ---* 00 on Re I.~ 0, x> 0.
From (1.17), (1.16) and (1.5) we find
as A ->- 00 and At ---* 00 on Re A;:::; 0, ± Irn I.~ 0, uniformly in t on t > O.
Fixing x, putting t=x in (1.31) and (1.23) and combining this with
(1.30) and (1.25) we find an approximation for the Wronskian W12(}.):
(1.32)
as 1.---*00 on Re A;;::;; O. From this approximation for W12(1.) we see that
2H ' F(v + I)
the function W(}.) = nll:H W12(}.) has no zeros in the righthalf A-plane
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if 1).1 is chosen sufficiently large; thus it is possible to choose the path
of integration in the ).-plane as required in theorem 1 (ef. remark 1).
Finally, we mention an approximation for Y2(t, A), which we will need
in the next section. From (1.17), (1.16) and (1.2) it follows that
(1.33)
as A~ 00, At~ 0 on Re A:::; 0, uniformly in t on t>O.
2. Inversion formulas for functions vanishing in a neighbourhood of 00
and °
Our first result in this section is a generalization of theorem 1 in case
the function f(t) vanishes for O<t<x (cf. [2, Theorem 1]).
Lemma 1. Let x and ).1 be real positive numbers. Let f(t) be a function
defined for t > x, be of bounded variation in a righthand neighbourhood of
t=x and
(2.1)
Let Yl(t, A) be the solution of (0.2), defined in section 1, satisfying (1.14).
Let rp(J.) be a function analytic in Re A> Al and continuous on Re A;;;:; Al with
(2.2)
as A~ 00 on Re A;;;:; A!, ± Im A;;;:; 0, where a and e are complex constants.
Then
(2.3)
Proof.
(2.4)
1 'd;'" 00 (n)llzlim -. J rp(A)dA J f(t)Yl (t, ),)dt= -2 f(x -';- 0).
w-+ 00 nt " -ill "
The function g(t, A) defined by
g(t, A)= rp(A)Yl(t, A)
"+;1'
I(t, f1) = f g(t, ).)d),
',-il'
is an analytic function of Ain He A> ).1 for positive t and x. Let the function
I(t, p) be defined by
(2.5)
with f1 > O. From (1.23) and (2.2) we obtain
where
(2.7)
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as A--+ 00 on Re A~ AI, ± 1m A~ 0, uniformly in t on t;;; x. From this and
Cauchy's theorem we find for i >»:
and
(2.10) 12(t, fl) = {OOf il' _ OOSil'} {e-l U- z) lpl(t, A) +e-l(t !-z) lp2(t, A)} dA
l,-il' l,+il'
so that we have from (2.9) and (2.10)
(2.11) l(t, fl)=h(t, fl)+h(t, fl).
From (2.9) we see
(2.12) h(t, fl) = i(2n)Y.sin fl(t - x) e-l.(t-xl + ie(2n)Y.sin {fl(t +x) + io} e-l,(!+Z).
t-x t+x
From this we obtain
I 1 00 (2)% [00 sin fl(t-x)lim ----; f j(t)h(t, fl) dt= - lim f j(t) ----.1' ...... 00 n~ Z n 1' ...... 00 Z t-x(2.13) ...e-l.(l-Zldt+e rj(t) sm {fl(t+x) Ha} e-l,(!+Zldt] = (::)Y. j(x-'r-O),Z t+x 2
which follows from (2.1) and the lemmas of Dirichlet and Riemann-
Lebesgue; j(t) being of bounded variation in a righthand neighbourhood
of x.
Next we prove
00
(2.14) lim J j(t) 12(t , fl) dt = 0
JJ~OO z
(2.15)
which implies with (2.13) and (2.11):
1 00 (n)%lim ----; J j(t)l(t, fl)dt= -2 j(X-f 0).
1' ...... 00 n~ Z
Let j(t) be of bounded variation on x~t~a. Then we write the integral
(J 00
in (2.14) as the sum of f and f. From (2.10) and (2.7) it follows that
Z (J
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as f-l -+ oo uniformly in t on t~ a. Hence from (2.1) we obtain
(2.16)
00
lim J j(t) 12(t, f-l) dt'-=O.
/-l-+ 00 a
As j(t) is of bounded variation on x ~ t ~ a, the real and imaginary-parts
of j(t) may be written as the difference of two monotonic functions on
x ~t ~a. We will prove
(2.17)
s
lim J 12(t,f-l)dt,-,0
IJ--+ 00 x
uniformly in s on x ~ s~ a. Then applying Bonnet's mean value theorem
and (2.17) we may conclude
a
lim J j(t) 12(t, f-l)dt=O
/1-+ 00 :t
which together with (2.16) implies (2.14).
In order to prove (2.17) we deduce from (2.10) and (2.7)
If 12(t'f-l)dtl ~o{oot' -;- OOr '} 1 {1-e(RCA)(X- ' )}ldAI" ).•_'" A.+'" IAI Re A
where 0 is a positive constant. As 0 S {l - eIRe A)(X-8) } ~ 1 the last integrals
are o( 1) as f-l -+ 00, uniformly in s on x s: s~ a, which proves (2.17). The
equality
00 )-r+;" 00J j(t) l(t, f-l) dt = S cp(A)dA J j(t)Y1(t, ).)dt
z A1 - i p z
is justified by (2.1) , (2.2) , (2.4) and (2.5) . From this, (2.15) and passing
to the limit f-l -+ 00 we obtain the inversion formula (2.3). This completes
the proof.
Next we prove an inversion formula in case j(t) vanishes for t >x;
however now we use the function Y2(t, A) as the kernel of our transform.
Lemma 2. L et x and A1 be real, positive numbers. Let j(t) be a junction,
defined on 0 < t < x, be oj bounded variation in a lejt hand neiqhbourhood
oj x and
(2.18) I(t) E £1{0, x ).
L et Y2(t, ).) be the solution oj (0.2), defined in secti on 1, satisjying (1.17).
Let cp(A) be a junction, analyti c i n Re A> ).1 and continuous on Re A~ ;.1
with
(2.19)
as A-+ oo on Re A~ A1. Then
(2.20) 1 A.+i" " 1lim ---, J cp(A)dA J j(t)Y2(t, A) dt = (" )\1, I(x - 0).
,,->00 :In A,-,,, 0 ..1t '
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Proof. We define the function g(t, A) by
(2.21) g(t, A)=qJ(A)Y2(t, A)
which is an analytic function of A in Re A> Al for positive t and x. Let
the function I(t, {l) be defined by
(2.22)
A,+ip
I(t,{l)= S g(t, A) d)..
A,-ip
From (1.31) and (2.19) it follows that
(2.23) g(t, A) = (2~ )Y. e-'It-"" (1 +1jJl(t, A)) + (2~ )Y. e-A1tH) (e±(VH!1li -+- 1jJ2(t, A))
where
(2.24) 1jJl(t'A)=O(~) +0(1), 1jJ2(t,A)=O(~)+0(1)
as At--+ 00 and A--+ 00 on Re A~ AI, ± Im A~ 0, uniformly in t on 0 < t:%: x.
From this and Cauchy's theorem we find for 0 < t < x:
(2.25) {
OO - ip 00+ iP}
I(t,{l)= A,Lp -AIL g(t,A)dA.
(2.26)
We define
1 {OO- ·ip 00+ i P }I 1(t , {l)~ --'. S - S eA(! - ", )dA(2n)Y:. A,-ip A,+ip
and
(2.27) 12(t, {l)= [L~ - :l:~} {eA(!-",' 1jJl(t, A) +e-A1t + ", ) 1jJ2(t, An dA
so that from (2.26) and (2.27) we have
(2.28)
From (2.26) we have
\
I ( ) .(2)Y. sin {l(t-x) _Alt-",)1 t, {l =Z - ~, +
n t-x
(2.29) ) + i (~)Y. sin {{l(t +x) - (v +l)n} e-A,1t+",).
~ n t+x
From this we obtain
(lim f j(t)Ir(t, {l)dt= lim i(~)Y. f j(t)sin{l(t-x)eA,lt-xldt+
) p->oo 0 p->oo n 0 t-x
(2.30)(
+ lim i(~)Yz f j(t) sin {{l(t+x)-(v+!)n} e-A,lttxldt=i(::)Y.j(X_O)
/1->00 n 0 t+x 2
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which follows from (2.18) and the lemmas of Dirichlet and Riemann-
Lebesgue; j(t) being of bounded variation in a left hand neighbourhood
of x. We choose a such that j(t) is of bounded variation on a~t;;;;;x.
Next we prove
(2.31) '"lim S j(t) 12(t, /l) dt = O.
~-+- 00 a
The real and imaginary parts of j(t) can be written as the difference of
two monotonic functions on a 5, t~ x. We will prove
(2.32) '"lim S 12(t,/l)dt=0
1'-+ 00 If
uniformly in s on a;;;;;s<;;x. Then applying Bonnet's mean value theorem
and (2.32) we obtain (2.31).
In order to prove (2.32) we deduce from (2.27) and (2.24):
where C is a positive constant. Since 0~ 1 - eIRe ') (8-X)} ;;;;; 1 the last integrals
are 0(1) as /l -+ (X) uniformly in s on a;;;;;s$.x. This proves (2.31).
From (2.27) and (2.24) we have
(2.33)
as /It -+ oo, /l -+ (X) uniformly in t on O<t$.a. From this we obtain
(2.34) a 1 a a (1)S j(t)12(t, /l) dt= G S j(t)O(I)dt+ J j(t)O - dt
GIl' GIl' GIl' /l
for a positive G, /l -+ (X) and Gj/l<a. Using (2.18) it follows from (2.34)
that we may choose a number G1 so that given e» 0 we have
(2.35)
for /l>/lI(e). On account of (2.30), (2.31) and (2.35) we obtain
(2.36)
if /l>/lI(e).
Finally we want to prove
(2.37)
GIlI'
lim S j(t)l(t, /l)dt=O.
JJ-+ 00 0
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Using (1.33) in (2.21) we obtain
(2.38) g(t, A)= e-~ ( O((At)"H) + 0 (~))
as A~ oo, At - >- 0 on Re A;;:;; AI, uniformly in t on 0 ~ t ::::; x. This yields
with (2.25)
(2.39)
as p,~ oo and p,t~ O. The approximation (2.39) with the condition (2.1 S)
proves (2.37). Combining (2.36) and (2.37) we have proved
(2.40)
The equality
lim 1 '" 1ni [ f(t)I(t,p,)dt= (2n) 'I,f(x -O).
'" 00
<P(A) =Yl (X, i.) S f(t)Y2(t, ,l.)dt+Y2(x, A) S f(t)Yl(t, A)dt,
o %
~ Al+~ ~S f(t) i«, /J-) dt = S cp(A)dA S j(t) Y2(t, ,l.) dt
o A,-ip 0
is now established in view of (2.18), (2.19), (2.21) and (2.22). From this,
(2.40) and passing to the limit p,~ oo we obtain the inversion formula
(2.20). This completes the proof.
In lemma 1 we may substitute cp(,l.) = (2n)i y2(x, ,l.) on account of (1.31),
while in lemma 2 we may use cp(}.) = (~r' Yl(X, A)because of (1.23). Adding
(2.3) and (2.20) in these different cases and introducing the function <P(A)
by
(2.41 )
we may state the following corollary.
Corollary. Let x and Al be real, p08itive numbers . Let j(t) be a function
defined for p08itive values of t, be of bounded variation in a neighbourhood
0/ t = x and f(t)e - A,t E 21(0, oo i. Then
1 A, HI'
(2.42) lim --: S <P(A)dA=Hf(x-O)+f(x -l-O)}.
1' -+ 00 n~ A,- il'
This corollary is closely related to results of TITCHMARSH [14, section
9.6] where formulas are derived resembling (2.42) , however under the
conditions of remark 3.
(To be continued)
